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VANISHING OF COHOMOLOGY WITH COEFFICIENTS

IN A LOCALLY FREE SHEAF AND PSEUDOCONVEXITY

by Giuseppe Vigna Suria

Introduction

Cartan's Theorem B characterizes Stein spaces; a certain mathematical

effort has been devoted to the study of a problem that can loosely be stated

as follows : if we know that for a given analytic space X we have HP(X, 0

for p ranging in a suitable set of integers N and belonging to a suitable

class E(Y) of sheaves on X, can we deduce that X is Stein, or, more

generally, what kind of function theoretic or geometrical properties on X can

we find?

A first elementary progress in this direction is that we can narrow N as

much as possible if we allow E(X) to be very large: if H1(X, 0 for all

coherent sheaves on X (N {1}, E(X) all coherent sheaves on X) then X
is Stein; on the other hand a result of Coen [C] says that, in the case

when X is an open subset D of a Stein space of dimension n, D is Stein if
HP(D, (9) 0 for p 1, 2,..., n — 1 (N {1, 2,..., n — 1}, E(D) {structure
sheaf 0}); a theorem due to Leiterer [L] makes a reasonably good compromise

between the above facts by showing that an open subset D of a Stein

manifold is Stein if H1(D, if) 0 for every locally free sheaf if on D (N (1),
E(D) {locally free sheaves}, but actually Leiterer can make this class even

smaller) ; if we further assume that D has a C2 boundary then if HP(D, (9) 0

for p > q, where q is a fixed integer, D is q-pseudoconvex

(N {<2+1, q + 2,..., n— 1}, E(D) {0}),

see [E-VS].
The goal of this paper is to give a contribution of the same type as above

to our original vague problem.

M.R. Classification 32.C.50.
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330 G. VIGNA SURIA

Our basic assumption will be that D is an open subset of a Stein manifold

M of dimension n ^ 2, but very often weaker hypotheses, such as requiring

M to be only strongly holomorphically separated and/or allowing
singularities, will be sufficient.

Using a rather elementary device, the Koszul complex of sheaves, we shall
be able to prove that if D has C2 boundary and Hq+1(D, if) 0 for if
ranging in a suitable class Eq(D) of locally free sheaves on D, then D is

q-pseudoconvex. For q 0 we shall not need the hypothesis on the boundary
and M will be allowed to have singularities and even to be only holomorphically

separated (in the latter case, on the other hand, we need to assume

that D is relatively compact in M) so that if HfD, if) 0 for all if in a suitable
class S0(D) of locally free sheaves, then D is Stein.

The locally free sheaves in these classes Eq(D) will also be investigated from
a "topological" point of view and we shall see that they are associated to stably
trivial vector bundles.

We say that an analytic space M is strongly holomorphically separated if,

given any point x e M, we can find n dim M global holomorphic functions

fu fiß fn 011 M defining x, i.e. we have

{x} {ye M s.t. f^y)fn{y) 0} ;

this can surely be done if M is Stein [F-R] Satz 1 p. 91, but it is reasonable

to cojecturate that it is also true when holomorphic functions separate the

points of M.
We shall prove and make some remarks on the following. -

Theorem 1. Let M be a strongly holomorphically separated analytic

manifold and D be an open subset with C2 boundary of M; iffor every

locally free sheaf if on D we have Hq+1(D,J£) 0 then D is

q-pseudoconvex.

Remark. If M is actually Stein the converse is also true: in this case in

fact, if D is q-pseudoconvex then it is q-complete [VS] and therefore

HP(D, 0 for all p > q and all coherent sheaves Sf on D, [A-G]
Corollary 1 p. 250.
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The reason for assuming M strongly holomorphically separated is that,

given x e M and global holomorphic functions jl9 f2, —, fn defining x we can

construct the Koszul complex of sheaves

jf(£0) (9)',d}peZ

as follows: Jfp(f, (9) AW and d: Jfp(ï, (9) J>fp + % (9) is given by d(co)

f a co where co g Jfp(f\ (9) and f (fl9 /2, -, /„) e A1^".

The theorem will be an easy consequence of the following

Lemma. Let 9£s denote Ker d : JWS~1 - Ws; the sequence

^ 0 -+ - o

is a short exact sequence of analytic sheaves on M — {x}, for all s;

moreover s
is a locally free sheaf of rank ^ $

on M — {x} ;

more precisely if Ut {y e M s.t. f(y) / 0} i 1, 2,n, then

&*\ut * A"-5"2^"1

for all seZ. Furthermore 9Zn-2 — (9 on M.

Proof We shall find explicit isomorphisms of sheaves cj>£: A"-5-2^.1
-> s\u. and construct split exact sequences

0 -> A'"1^.1 % Ap(9\Ui ^ ApO"üi
1 -+ 0

such that c\>t <£>, and (\>t ° ^ d; an isomorphism (9 A°(9n ^ 9£n_2 will
also be explicitely given ; this clearly proves the lemma.

So let us fix i 1, 2,..., n, let Fl9 F2,..., Fn be the formal symbols on which
the exterior ^-algebra A'(9n is constructed and think of A'tW1 as based on

Fu„.,Fi„l9Fi + u...9Fn. An element co e Ap(9n can be written uniquely as

co Ft a p + v where p e Ap~1(9n~1 and v e AW-1 ; we can define a sheaf

homomorphism h: Ap(9"Ui - Ap~ l(9\f\ depending on i, as follows:

h{co)h(FiA\f+v)/fV-
To simplify the notation we shall omit the restriction ^
Let

J : AW1 -> AW

denote the inclusion (depending on i if p 1, 2,..., n— 1), the sheaf homo-
morphisms constructed so far are indicated in the following diagram :
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It is easy to check the following properties :

1) d ° J ° h T J ° h ° d idAp & n 9

2) h ° d ° J idAp q n -15

3) d°J°hod d;

we prove 1), the others are even easier to show; so take co Ft A p + v
e Ap(9n then

(d°Joh + J°h°d)(®)d(/fV) + J°h(LkfkFk*Fl.\i + 'ZkfkFkAv)

*JJrlFka(i + J o //( • F,...I, ,,+ V

ZkfkfrlFkAn - Zkfifkf[lFk aH + v F;aH + v (0.

Now define

Of: -» Ap0" by <I>; d J

: AP(T - Ap0"~1 by h °

(j>f: Ap$"_1 -» ifn-p-2 by d o J

There is a list of facts to check, all following easily from 1), 2), and 3);

they are : is one to one, *Ff is onto, Ker *Ff Im Ot, d o fy. 0, (j>t- is one
to one and onto and c)>£ o *p. d.

Moreover J: A°tPn_1 -> A°0" is simply the identity so that d: A°(9n

-> is an isomorphism on the whole of M.
The lemma is therefore proved.
To proceed towards the proof of theorem 1 we must consider

distinguished elements in Hs+ 1(M — {x}, S£X. the test classes introduced in

[E-VS]; for this purpose we take the long exact cohomology sequence
associated to E,s

-> H%M-{x},set_k) X Hs+\M-{x}, -»...
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and consider the elements o^(x) e HS + 1{M — {x}, <9FS) given inductively as

follows: oc0(x) AF2a...aF„), where Ft A F2 a a Fn is in

H°(M-{x}, if .J H°(M-{x},Jfn(f,(9))
and as(x) 8(as_1(x)) if s > 1

Proof of theorem 1. To say that D has C2 boundary means that, given

any point x e ÔD we can find a C2 defining function cp : U -> R, where U is an

open neighbourhood of x, such that D n U {y e U s.t. cp(y) < 0} and

dcp(x) / 0 ; in these conditions the number n(x) of negative eigenvalues of the

Levi form if(cp) (x) depends only on D and x and not on the choice of cp ;

if D is not g-pseudoconvex there is a point x e ÔD such that n(x) ^ q + 1,

but then, with a slight modification of the defining function cp [E-VS]
3.6 corollary .1, we can manage to obtain at least q + 2 negative eigenvalues
for the complex Hessian ^f(cp) (x) ; following the argument of [A-G]
proposition 12 p. 222, we can find a neighbourhood Q of x (as small as we

want) such that

a) Hp(DnQ, (9) 0 for p 1, 2,..., q and

b) the restriction H°(Q, 0) -» H°(DnQ, 6?) is an isomorphism.

If we take global holomorphic functions fl9 /2,..., /„ defining x and
construct the Koszul complex Jf(f, (9) we find that Hq + 1(D, if^) 0 because

if 3
is locally free on D ; therefore a^x)^ e Hq + 1(D, if?) vanishes and, by further

restricting, ocq(x)[DnQ vanishes too ; using the long exact sequence of cohomology

- Hs{DnQ, 0)) -> Hs(DnQ, X Hs+1(DnQ, -
associated to for s 1, 2,..., q together with a) and the fact that Jf Hf, &)
is a free sheaf we deduce that

0 — a«M|DnQ ag-lW| DnQ— aoM|DnQ >

but then, taking s 0, a0(x)|Dnß 0 means that the equation £"/;#; 1 has
a solution (gu g2,..., gn) e H°(DnQ, &)". This would imply that at least one of
the g-sdoes not extend to Q, contradicting b); therefore our original
assumption that D is not q-pseudoconvex must be wrong and the theorem is

proved. q
This proof follows, with minor modifications, that of Proposition 2.1 of

[E-VS], it is reported here mainly for reasons of clarity. It should also be
remarked that if HP(D, (9) 0 for p >qthenHq + 1(D,^Cq) 0 ([E-VS]
Lemma 3.2, see introduction).
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The theorem holds for q 0 too, but in this case we can avoid the

hypothesis on the boundary and also the smoothness of the ambient space M
if we impose some mild conditions: more precisely we have the following

Theorem 2. Let M be a strongly holomorphically separated analytic space
and D an open subset of M ; suppose that either M is Stein or that D
is relatively compact in M. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

1 D is Stein,

2) H1(D, L£) 0 for every locally free sheaf on D.

Proof 1 => 2) by Cartan's Theorem B.

2) => 1) We must show that D is holomorphically convex, and this will
be done by proving that, given any discrete sequence {x„} in D we can find a

holomorphic fonction g on D such that lim | g(xn) | ~ oo.
tl~> 00

In either of our hypotheses we can suppose that {xn} converges to a point
x g dD ; construct the Koszul complex Jf(f, 0) starting from this point. Since

££0 is locally free (of rank n— 1 on M — x and on D) we get J£?0) 0

so that a0(x)(£) 0; as before this means that the equation yL\figi — 1 has a

solution (gu gn) in H°(D, (9)n. For one at least of the gl s we must have

lim I gfxn) I oo.
n~> oo

As in the remark above if HP(D, 0) 0 for p 1, 2,..., n — 1 then

H1(D, j£?0) 0, so that we obtain Coen's result [C] under slightly different

hypotheses.
The proofs of theorems 1 and 2 should have persuaded the reader that a

deeper investigation of these powerful sheaves
q

is worth a little effort. So

n-1
far we have discovered that 5£ is a locally free sheaf of rank

\n-q-2
on M — {x}. Let us call Eq the corresponding holomorphic vector bundle; E,

f M
is a subbundle of the trivial bundle (M — {x}) x CN, N

\n-q- 1,

We shall now discuss the topological properties of these bundles Eq;

in the literature trivial and stably trivial bundles are considered [A], [L].

Definition. Let X be a topological space (respectively an analytic space)

and E a topological (analytic) vector bundle on X with complex fibre ; we say

that E is stably trivial in the category £op(X) of topological vector bundles on

X (respectively in the category 2In(A) of analytic vector bundles on X) or, more

quickly, that E is topologically stably trivial (analytically stably trivial) if there
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exists a trivial vector bundle F in Xop(X) (resp. in ^Tn(X)) s.t. F © F is trivial in

Xop(X) (in Mn{X)).
From what follows it will be apparent that from our point of view it is

irrelevant to make any difference between the categories of topological and

C00 vector bundles (and those in between), provided the mathematical
background allows the definitions. This should be kept in mind while reading the

rest of this paper.

Proposition. The bundles Eq are stably trivial in Xop(M — {x}).

Proof. Call FTq the sheaf of germs of continuous sections of Eq and the

sheaf of germs of continuous C-valued functions on M.
First of all we notice that if X is any open subset of M — {x] we have

HP(X, £Fq) 0 for all p > 0 and q, because FTq is a sheaf of ^-modules and
thus fine.

Therefore the sequences

o -+ r(A:, jt,) r(x, A"-"-V")4. nx, j -> 0

are all exact. Since FTn_2 ~ # our assertion will follow if we can split these
exact sequences.

To this purpose we observe that, given any element aeA1^", and
co g Apcn we can define the contraction of co along a, denoted by a v co

g Ap~lcn, by imposing ^-linearity to the contraction given on generators as
follows :

F,V (F; A F; A... A F,- { ° 'f *2'
1 2 P i Gl) A- - A FikiA/ik + i A A if

It is easily seen that if co e AP(3",veATand ae AV" we have the
relation

a v (coav) (cjvco) A v + (-1)p<ù a (avv).

Let us consider the distinguished element

a 33 yjfFier(M-{x),A'r)
where f is the complex conjugate of f and | / |2 ff.

Since a v ÇE\fF^ 1 it follows from the relation above that if we define
à : AP(n -> Ap 1(£n by a(co) — a v co, we get

doo + <jod idKP(ßn
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Therefore à\jq_1 • HAT, ^~q-x) -» T(X, An q 1(gn) gives the desired
topological splitting.

It should be remarked that no such analytic splitting is available in
general: for suppose that M is an analytic manifold (or a Cohen-Macauley
space, see remark later) then, if n > 3, H1(U^{x}, (9) 0 for any Stein

neighbourhood U of x, and if E0 was stably trivial in Mn{M — {x}) we would
get immediately Hl(U — {x}, LT0) 0, which, as in the proof of theorem 2

would contradict the Riemann Removable Singularities Theorem.

In the light of the above remarks a more efficient though more technical
version of our results can be given; first of all, if X is an analytic space
of dimension n, let us call E,q(X) the class of locally free analytic sheaves on X
which are associated to a topologically stabily trivial analytic subbundle of

rank of the product bundle X x C^, N
U

); since our
\n-q-2J \n-q-lj

sheaves if are in S (D) the above results can be restated as

Theorem T. Let M be a strongly holomorphically separated analytic
manifold of dimension n, D an open subset with C2 boundary of M and

suppose that Hq + 1(D, if) 0 for every locally free sheaf in Eq(X), then D

is q-pseudoconvex. If M is Stein the converse is also true.

Since we know [G] that on a Stein space every topologically trivial
analytic vector bundle is also analytically trivial, our second theorem can be

improved as follows (this is also an improvement of Leiterer's theorem [L]) :

Theorem 2'. Let M be a strongly holomorphically separated analytic

space of dimension n, D an open subset of M and suppose that M is Stein

or that D is relatively compact in M. The following conditions are

equivalent :

1 D is Stein,

2) H1(D, (9) 0 and every analytic vector bundle on D which is trivial
in Xop(D) is also trivial in %n(D),

3) (9) 0 and every sheaf in S0(D) is associated to a vector-

bundle which is stably trivial in ^ln(D),

4) HX(D, if) 0 for every sheaf if in S0(£>),

5 However we choose functions /l5 f2, -, f„ in T(M, (9) with no common

zero on D the equation E" fg^ =1 has a solution (gl9 g2, -, gn) in

T(D, (9)n.
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Proof. Scheme: })=>2)=>3)=>4)=>1); 1)^5)^1). 1)=>2) by
the above mentioned theorem of Grauert [G] and Cartan's Theorem B;
2J => 3j, 3) => 4) and 1) => 5) are trivial ; 4) => I and 5) => 1) as in
theorem 2.

Comparing this theorem with Leiterer's one we see that there is no need

to embed M in C2" + 1 and use Bott's periodicity theorem.

As a final remark we observe that if M is a manifold or, more in general

a Cohen-Macauley space, the sheaves 5£q, though locally free on M — {x] have

no chance to be locally free on M for s 0, 1,..., n — 3; in fact we have

codhxJ2?g n — q — 2, where codhx indicates the homological codimension

at x.
This can be shown as follows (without too many details since it is of a

rather marginal importance for our purposes).
Claim : the sequence of sheaves

e, o -> jr°(f, 0) -4 x\{, co) 4... -4 jf(f, 0) A 0/(i) o

is exact on M, where n denotes the projection from (9) ^ 0 to the

quotient sheaf (9/(f) C/(/l5 /2,..., /„) ; if we prove this we are done, because

we know [A-G] prop. 4, page 200, that the last sheaf of £, has homological
codimension surely ^ n, and so ^ is a free resolution of C/(f) of minimal

length.
The sequence % is surely exact on M — {x} (lemma), so let U be a Stein

neighbourhood of X and take an acyclic resolution (!F\ 5) of (9 chosen in such

a way that the double complex

K" {KPs T(U — {x}, JCp(f, ïFr) \ à, 5} is anticommutative.

It is rather easy to see that the rows of K" are exact, so that we obtain a

degenerate spectral sequence

Elr => 0

where

2 _
Ker d: Hr(U-{x}> JTP(f, G)) Hr(U- {x}, Jfp+1(f, (9))

Ep'r ~ Im d: Hr(U — {x}, jfrp~\f, Q)) Hr(U-{x}, Xp{f, 0))

Since a) Hr(U — {x}, (9) 0 for r 1, 2,..., n — 2 we obtain E2p Q 0 for

p 0,1,..., n — 1 : but we can replace U — {x} with U in the expression of
E2p r by the Riemann Removable Singularities Theorem (which, together with a)

characterizes Cohen-Macauley spaces ([S-T] theorem 1.14).

So our sequence £ is exact except, perhaps, at the last two places, where

it is exact for trivial reasons.

L'Enseignement mathém., t. XXIX, fasc. 3-4. 2:3
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